Former chief resident sightings

Our funduscopic camera is back!
Teaching by Dr. Hac
Kudos to our residents with the fastest stroke intervention times

Door-to-needle times for tPA:
Rebecca DiBiase (PGY-4) / Sangri Kim (PGY-2)
Dan Jia (PGY-4)
Ryan Donaghy (PGY-3)

Door-to-groin puncture time for EVT:
Glenn Harris (PGY-4)
Kudos to *Madison & Lily (10W nurses)* for keeping everybody calm and focused and maintaining a patient-centered approach during an intense rapid response. - Rebecca DiBiase (PGY4) and Toni Cao (PGY4)

Kudos to *Arjun Seth (neuromuscular medicine attending)* for fielding a question about an patient on his day off, and squeezing a patient in last-minute the day before Thanksgiving for an EMG that ended up being extremely helpful diagnostically. We greatly appreciate all your hard work and dedication! - Rebecca DiBiase (PGY4)

Kudos to *Josh (10W RN)* for always being so ready and willing to help - even if it’s not his patient! - Dina Ghandour (PGY3)

Kudos to *Jasmine May (PGY3), Sheng Tang (PGY3), Jimmy Kaprielian (PGY3), Dina Ghandour (PGY3) and Chris Liu (PGY4)* for their outstanding effort, positive attitude and seamless teamwork during a busy holiday week! - Toni Cao (PGY4)

Kudos to *Theja Reddy (PGY1)* for managing focal status epilepticus on the medicine floor, including guiding her team through the appropriate treatment and reassuring the nurses who were uncomfortable with seizures overnight. - Dina Ghandour (PGY3)

Kudos to *Sangri Kim (PGY2)* for showing composure and taking the initiative to tackle some difficult consults during her week of nights, as well as an agitated patient on the stroke service. - Sheng Tang (PGY3)

Kudos to *Jyoti Grewal (PGY2)* for being a pleasure to work with- she is hard working, enthusiastic, and very organised. She treats all team members with so much kindness; she brought multiple pies (including one for PTC!) to show her gratitude for their work on thanksgiving. Her attitude is truly inspiring! - Dina Ghandour (PGY3)

Kudos to *Dina Ghandour (PGY3)* for rocking her first senior gig! We saw some good neurology but also had a ton of fun while learning! - Jyoti Grewal (PGY2)

Kudos to *Tracy (10W RN)* for expertly managing a decompensating patient when she was unable to reach our team due to paging issues. - Dina Ghandour (PGY3)

Kudos to *Nicholas Hac (neurology attending)* for a new publication, “Updates in neuro-otology.” - Thomas Bleck (neurocritical care attending)
Happy Veterans Day to Eric Moffet - Thank you for your service!

Farewell to Kristin Perez-Cruet (10W Nurse) - Best of luck, and we will miss you!